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Market-QSM Mobile is a new way of accessing up-to-the-minute information on today’s financial markets, your
watch list, charting and analytical tools, and more – all on your iPad. Market-Q Mobile provides the same
core powerful features you’re used to having in the desktop version of Market-Q, but developed specifically
for the iPad mobile device using HTML5. In minutes, you’ll have access to your Market-Q account, with your
watch lists and shared preferences intact, to use on-the-go or in client meetings and presentations.

Key features of Market-Q included in Market-Q Mobile
• Home page – a tablet-friendly version of a default workspace view, with Watch List, Detailed Quote, Chart and News views
• Full symbol searching capabilities
• Separate windows for Watch Lists, Detailed Quotes, News, Charts, Stock Options and Hot Lists
• Company, ETF and Mutual Fund Profile tearsheets
• Preferences for each window type

Seamless synching between desktop and
mobile for
• Watch Lists

• Custom News Filters

• Detailed Quote by instrument type

• Account entitlements

Robust entitlement control
• The same Market-Q account is used to log on to desktop
and mobile – ensuring a user is only logged in to
Market-Q on one device at any given time. This mitigates
the risk of being liable for dual exchange data usage
(and associated fees)
• The same window and data entitlements are used
between desktop and mobile, so users will only see on
mobile what they are entitled to in desktop

OPTIMIZED MOBILE DATA USAGE
• Conflation settings are at the firm level AND at the user
level – so both your firm and your users have control
over data usage (and associated cellular data costs)
• Works on WiFi and 3G/4G networks

Rich user interface and gestures for
the iPad
• Portrait/landscape views
• Standard iOS gesture usage makes the app easy to learn
and use
• Rich interactive controls and experience

Learn More
To learn more, contact an Interactive Data sales
representative or email info@interactivedata.com.
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ABOUT INTERACTIVE DATA
Interactive Data Corporation is a trusted leader in financial information. Thousands of financial institutions and
active traders, as well as hundreds of software and service providers, subscribe to our fixed income evaluations,
reference data, real-time market data, trading infrastructure services, fixed income analytics, desktop solutions
and web-based solutions. Interactive Data’s offerings support clients around the world with mission-critical
functions, including portfolio valuation, regulatory compliance, risk management, electronic trading and wealth
management. Interactive Data has over 2,500 employees in offices worldwide.
For more information, please visit www.interactivedata.com.
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LIMITATIONS
This document is provided for informational purposes only. The information contained in this document is subject to change without notice and
does not constitute any form of warranty, representation, or undertaking. Nothing herein should in any way be deemed to alter the legal rights
and obligations contained in agreements between Interactive Data Real-Time Services and its affiliates (collectively, “Interactive Data”) and their
clients relating to any of the products or services described herein.
Interactive Data makes no warranties whatsoever, either express or implied, as to merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or any other
matter. Without limiting the foregoing, Interactive Data makes no representation or warranty that any data or information supplied to or by it are
complete or free from errors, omissions, or defects.
Interactive DataSM and the Interactive Data logo are service marks of Interactive Data Corporation. Other products, services, or company names
mentioned herein are the property of, and may be the service mark or trademark of, their respective owners.
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